OBSERVATORY

4365 6th Ave NW, Seattle, WA 98107 - Google Map

The Observatory is an open, multi-use, flexible space, available to all DXARTS students, staff and faculty. The space is available for a variety of purposes, for example:

- temporary exhibitions
- development of large scale works or installations
- critiques
- film sets
- performances
- documentation of work

During unreserved hours, the space is generally meant to be kept open and available for the use of any student with access to the warehouse.

RESERVATIONS

The space may be reserved for exclusive use. Reservations don't give you exclusive access to the warehouse, only the Observatory. You may however, request other users of the warehouse be quiet and keep clear of the Observatory.

A reservation must be made 2 weeks in advance of the intended reservation date. Please refer to the Fab Lab calendar for availability. Contact the lab manager to arrange a reservation.

Facility Type: Performance Venues

Source URL: https://dxarts.washington.edu/facilities/observatory